UNIFORM INSURANCE CARD

PAPER SPECIFICATION
Maximum and minimum 24 lbs (90gm2) OCR White Bond and
Must be laser compatible
Must have smoothness of 50 to 200 Sheffield Units
The paper must reflect at least 70% of the light reflected by barium sulfate
Opacity must not be less than 0.80 as measured by TAPPI standard T425-M44

INDUSTRY SPECIFICATION
Paper shall be compliant with the American National Standard (ANSI) X3.96-1983 for
Information Systems - Continuous Business Forms (Single Part) – Paper Sizes.

COLOR INK
Black

FORM
Document size – 3½” high x 8½” wide
All fields required on the form should be filled in OCR A font
Print start location of each field
Bar code (in upper right hand corner)
Field Heading must be present

BARCODE
Form number (89000) must be printed in postnet barcode font
Located in the upper right hand corner of the form - ½ inch from the top and ½ inch from the
right side of the form.
Must have a ¼ inch quiet zone around the postnet form number (89000).
A stop and start bar bracket the barcode.

FORM CONTENT
The form must contain the

• DMV assigned form number, REG 890A (REV 5/97) in the upper left hand corner
• title, “California Evidence of Liability Insurance”
• statement “DO NOT FOLD OR STAPLE –SUBMIT ORIGINAL TO DMV”
• following data specifications are required to comply with statute. Please truncate if
available space is insufficient
  1. Certification and signature by insurance company representative that the policy
     complies with California Vehicle Code Sections 16056 and 16500.5.
  2. Full name of primary insured. This may or may not match the registered owner of
     the vehicle
  3. Full vehicle identification number (VIN)
  4. Make of vehicle
  5. Year model of vehicle
  6. Insurance policy or bond number
  7. Effective date of policy
  8. Expiration date of policy
  9. Full insurance company name as registered with NAIC
 10. Complete address of insurance company
 11. NAIC number